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The best-selling CHILD, FAMILY, SCHOOL, COMMUNITY: SOCIALIZATION AND SUPPORT, now

in its Ninth Edition, offers an excellent introduction to socialization that is grounded in a powerful

conceptual framework--Urie Bronfenbrenner's Bioecological Model of Human Development.

Examining how the school, family, and community influence children's socialization, this text

addresses complex issues in a clear, comprehensive fashion. An enjoyable read, it's packed with

meaningful, timely examples and effective study tools that ensure you gain a solid understanding of

chapter concepts. A sensitive presentation of diversity issues includes matters related to culture,

ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, and special needs. Updated throughout, this edition features a

stronger emphasis on NAEYC and DAP standards as well as new information on diversity in all

forms, technology and the impact of media, bullying, and other topics.
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"[The text] is a great combination of providing an overview of families, different types of schools, and

how to get involved in the community. It allows my students to show the effects of how families,

schools and communities can work together for the better of the child.""[The text is] a

comprehensive sociological look at the ecology of the child. This text really utilizes the ecological

model and makes it come alive."

Roberta Berns is a Professor Emerita at the University of California, Irvine, as well as Saddleback



College, where she founded and chaired the Human Development Department. Berns also was a

student of renowned developmental psychologist Urie Bronfenbrenner at Cornell University. She

lives in California with her husband, a professor of bioengineering. They have two children (one, an

English professor and the other, a professor of neuroscience) and two grandchildren.

I bought this used from ModTextbooks. It's useable but their definition of good is more like

acceptable. The book was covered in black tape leaving only the front cover visible. I could've been

unlucky but beware.

I had to use this book for an Early Childhood Education class. I felt like the authors did a poor job in

getting to the point and an excellent job at dragging topics on and on and wasting paper. There

were also many grammatical errors, which is interesting since this is a book about teaching. I had to

read this book for a class. If you are merely curious, have the time, and really need everything

spelled out for you, have a look at this book. But, I recommend using something a little more

straight-forward.

Good book, bought it used for a good price, served its purpose well.

Everything was as it should of been. The only complaint I had (and its nothing your company did)

but when your website said it was delivered I still had to wait 3 more days for it to be delivered. I

was starting to panic. It all turned out ok in the end.

This book was very informative while I was in my course through college. This book will help me

with other issues that may arise as a teacher. I gained a great deal of information on the aspects of

socialization of children with peers, parents, other adults, and the media.

It arrived faster than expected and didn't even looked used, at all. I am quite satisfied and will be

continuing to rent from .com for most of my needs. :-D

very clean, barley used, great condition...thank you very much

Workable! I enjoyed using this book because I felt relaxed using it. I could tell the person's who

rented before me felt the same way. No torn pages or marks!
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